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Abstract: The article discusses the user perspective and information retrieval in relation to the lemmatisation of specific multi-word lexical units, namely fixed expressions, in the Shona monolingual dictionary, Duramazwi Guru reChiShona. It shows that the decisions arrived at in lemmatising fixed expressions were influenced by a user-driven approach. The article gives a comparative analysis of how fixed expressions were treated in previous Shona dictionaries and how they were subsequently dealt with in Duramazwi Guru reChiShona. Previous dictionaries have grappled with the problem of giving fixed expressions as run-on entries. Against the background of the user perspective, it will be argued that the lemmatisation of fixed expressions in monolingual dictionaries has certain advantages over previously used strategies.
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Opsomming: Die gebruikersperspektief in die leksikografie: Die lemmatisering van vaste uitdrukings in Duramazwi Guru reChiShona. Die artikel bespreek die gebruikersperspektief en inligtingsherwinning met betrekking tot die lemmatisering van spesifieke meerwoordige leksikale eenhede, naamlik vaste uitdrukings, in die Sjona- eentalige woordeboek Duramazwi Guru reChiShona. Dit toon dat die besluite waartoe gekom is by die lemmatisering van vaste uitdrukings beïnvloed is deur ’n gebruikersgedrewe benadering. Die artikel gee ’n vergelykende ontleiding van hoe vaste uitdrukings in vorige Sjonawoordeboeke bewerk is en hoe hulle vervolgens in Duramazwi Guru reChiShona behandel is. Vorige woordeboeke het met die probleem geworstel om vaste uitdrukings as deurloopinskrywings te gee. Teen die agtergrond van die gebruikersperspektief word aangevoer dat die lemmatisering van vaste uitdrukings in eentalige woordeboeke ekere voordele het bo vroeër gebruikte stategieë.
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1. Introduction

The article discusses aspects of information retrieval in a monolingual dictionary against the background of the user perspective. In order to show that lemmatising specific multi-word lexical units (MWLUs), namely fixed expressions has the advantage of creating a more user-friendly dictionary as opposed to entering them as run-on entries, it analyses the macrostructural treatment of fixed expressions in Duramazwi Guru reChiShona (2001), the advanced Shona monolingual dictionary. It is easier for a user to access information from the macrostructure than to search for it within another entry in the microstructure.

The macrostructure of a dictionary consists of the lemmata arranged according to a specific structure. Burkhanov (1998: 146-147) distinguishes three types of macrostructure in dictionaries. The first type is the ideographic macrostructure where lemmata are organised by semantic affinity, while the second type is the alphabetical macrostructure where lemmata are organised according to the alphabetical ordering of the graphical word. The analogical macrostructure constitutes the third type, involving a combination of both the ideographic and alphabetical ordering. The macrostructure that this article refers to is the alphabetical type. The microstructure of a dictionary, on the other hand, is the internal structure of the dictionary entry itself. For instance, pronunciation, the lexical category of a word, the ordering of senses, examples and synonyms are all part of the microstructure.

By fixed expressions in this article are meant proverbs, idioms and pithy sayings. A proverb is a statement full of wisdom handed down from generation to generation. Didactic in content, it is usually used to advise, admonish or instruct. Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary (1991) defines a proverb as a short sentence that is often quoted, giving advice or telling something about human life and problems in general. Shona proverbs are complete statements having a bipartite structure consisting of two propositions: the first proposition foregrounds the proverb, while the second proposition complements the first. The overall meaning of the proverb is derived from the balance and cross-correspondence between the two propositions. Detailed descriptions of the form of Shona proverbs are given by Fortune (1975–1976) and Chimhundu (1980).

An idiom is a phrase whose meaning cannot be predicted or deduced from the individual meanings of its constituent parts. Its meaning is figurative (Kipfer 1984: 103). As its meaning is greater than the meaning of its constituent parts, it must be considered a unity. Structurally, Shona idioms are verbal in form, always beginning with the infinitive verb ku- ‘to’.

Pithy sayings in Shona are neither proverbial nor idiomatic in meaning, but are statements used in everyday language to comment on events, or in some cases, to offer advice.

Duramazwi Guru reChiShona (hereafter referred to as DGS) is divided into two sections. Section 1 contains the main A–Z section of the dictionary includ-
ing idioms, while section 2 contains proverbs and pithy sayings. The article will look specifically at the way proverbs, idioms and pithy sayings were lemmatized in DGS with particular focus on fixed expressions as lemmata vs. fixed expressions as run-on entries. The article will show that a user-friendly dictionary takes the needs of the user regarding access to information and retrieval of information in a dictionary into cognisance. It will also indicate that the decision to lemmatise fixed expressions in the DGS was influenced by the user-driven approach.

2. The user perspective in lexicography

The user perspective or the user-driven approach in lexicography refers to the dictionary compiler’s recognition of the importance of the needs of the user of the dictionary with reference to the type and function of the dictionary, and the structure of its entries in the macrostructure as well as in the microstructure. The macrostructure is most important as it forms the access point to the information contained in the dictionary. Before a dictionary is compiled, the lexicographer has to identify the potential user of the dictionary and plan the nature and structure of the dictionary according to this target user. It is therefore the target user who determines the type of dictionary to be compiled. The target user also determines the overall macrostructural and microstructural characteristics of the dictionary.

The other important aspect of any dictionary is whether the user is able to find the looked-for information. The macrostructure of the dictionary has to be designed in such a way that information retrieval is effected easily. In other words, the dictionary has to be user-friendly, which means that it has to satisfy the following parameters:

— Macrostructural accessibility: Is the user able to find the looked-for information?
— Information retrieval: Is the information found with the least cognitive effort?
— User-friendliness: Is the information given where the user expects to find it?

The guiding principle of the user-driven approach is that lexicographers should take the needs of the users into consideration during the planning and compilation stages of the dictionary project. A dictionary therefore has to be organised in such a way that it caters for the users’ needs. Lexicographers should also not take for granted that all users have the necessary dictionary searching skills. Hence, a dictionary should be compiled in a way that meets the needs of both the skilled and unskilled users, thereby simplifying the information retrieval, which is of paramount importance in any dictionary. Dic-
tionary users have to be able to find what they are looking for in as little time as possible.

Gouws and Prinsloo (1997: 46) state:

User-friendliness in dictionaries implies that the contents of the dictionary are made as accessible to the user as possible. ... The macrostructure remains the main access structure of any dictionary with a strict alphabetical ordering system. Lexicographers too often neglect the importance of a well-designed macrostructure as a functional component of the total linguistic contents of a dictionary ...

Proverbs, idioms and pithy sayings are not only in daily use in speech and conversation but also form part of the Zimbabwean school curriculum. Students are examined not only on grammar, composition writing and comprehension skills, but are also tested for their ability to give the full forms of these fixed expressions as well as their meanings. Students may also be required to write an essay based on a proverb, an idiom or a pithy saying. In order to do this they have to know what a particular proverb, idiom or pithy saying means and how it is used in context. The justifiable assumption is that it is these students who consult a dictionary like the DGS. Meaning and context are the domain of dictionaries, hence the inclusion of fixed expressions in the DGS. By having fixed expressions lemmatised, the dictionary becomes a complete reference manual, where the user can find all the looked-for information in one place, in this way also being time-saving and cost-effective.

3. The treatment of fixed expressions in previous Shona dictionaries

There is no set method for the presentation of MWLUs like fixed expressions in dictionaries. Usually lexicographers use the method that best suits the type of dictionary to be compiled, and the target users in question. The problem faced by lexicographers past and present has been whether MWLUs should be headwords, therefore being part of the macrostructure, or whether they should be treated under one of the single-word lemmata, thus forming part of the microstructure (Svensén 1993: 207). Svensén says that it has been difficult for lexicographers to break away from the principle that a headword is the same as a graphical word. Hence dictionary macrostructures have taken the graphical word as their basis. Gouws (2003: 39) points out that dictionaries have been characterized and dominated by what he refers to as a word-bias. This bias has been so entrenched in lexicography that the norm in dictionaries has always been to enter words and to nest any units larger than words into an entry as run-on entries.

There have, however, been inconsistencies in the way MWLUs have been treated in dictionaries. Čermák (2000: 490) identifies two methods in lexicographers’ treatment of MWLUs. One approach is to list them under a specific sense of the single-word lemma. With this method, a proverb like *Chara chimwe hachi-*
tswanyi inda (One finger cannot crush a louse) would be placed under either of the nouns chara (finger) or inda (louse), or under the verb -tswanya (crush). The other approach is to list them separately at the end of the lemma. With this method, one word in the MWLU would also have to be chosen as lemma under which to include it.

This method is also problematic because, in Shona for instance, some phrasal entries can begin with the same word, such as -bata nekuseri kwenuoko (lit. touch with the back of the hand, i.e. treat badly), and -bata denga (lit. touch the sky, i.e. be overcome with joy), -bata jongwe muromo (lit. touch the cock on the mouth, i.e. be an early riser). This would mean that an entry such as -bata (touch, hold), which in itself has 18 senses in the DGS, would be very congested. In terms of information retrieval, such an entry would not be considered user-friendly as the more congested an entry, the more difficult to retrieve required information in a short time and with the least effort. Possibly such an entry would also be clumsily and awkwardly constructed.

In both methods cited by Čermák, MWLUs are treated as run-on entries under a single-word lemma. Čermák (2000), Moon (1992) and Lorentzen (1996) are critical of both methods as they result in many inconsistencies, leaving the user guessing under which sense an MWLU might have been listed. Consequently, it is difficult to find MWLUs in any reliable way, because, as Čermák (2000: 490) says, this guessing game is rather difficult to follow.

With reference to stem lemmatisation vs. word lemmatisation, Gouws and Prinsloo (2005) point out that in Bantu language dictionaries lemmata are becoming heavier to the left. While this is true with regard to morphological considerations, lemmata are also becoming morphosyntactic. As a result of the changing trends in lexicography, dictionaries are now lemmatising units larger than the word in a bid to meet the needs of different users.

3.1 Proverbs

In previous Shona dictionaries, namely Hannan (1959, 1974) and Dale (1981), proverbs were not given lemma status but were entered as run-on entries under what was considered to be one of the semantically heavy words in the phrase or under the word where the user is most likely to look for it. The general definitions of the word would be given first and then, following that, the other forms or combinations in which the word is found. In Hannan, proverbs were presented as follows:

(1) -chenga [L] KKOZ v t Keep close. 2. Value. > ruchengera. Chenga ose mnhanga, hapana risina mhozi: keep all the pumpkins, there is none that has no seeds (i.e. be thrifty) prov. […]

(2) zambuko [LLL] KMZ n 21 Ford, drift, river crossing. < -yambuka. Aiva madzivo ava mazambuko, aiva mazambuko ava madzivo: what used to be pools are now crossings, what used to be crossings are now pools (i.e. the old order changeth yielding place to new) prov.
Dale (1981) used an almost similar method to that of Hannan:

(3) -CHENGA t (L) Kunyatschegeta chinhu. [Chenga ose manhanga; hapana risina mhodzi. Preserve all pumpkins; every one of them has seeds. prov 1447 i.e. People have equal dignity whoever they are.]

(4) -ROVA t (H) Kuranga neshamhu kana chibhakera etc. […] Charova sei chando; kuzoona hamba yokwira mumuti? How cold must it be that (even) the tortoise is climbing a tree? prov 573 i.e. Hardship can induce extraordinary changes of fortune.]

3.2 Idioms

Idioms were also treated as run-on entries under what was perceived to be the most semantically heavy noun or verb. When they were treated as run-on entries, their placement was problematic, that is, the choice of a suitable noun or verb under which to include them. For instance, the idiom (ku)tamba nemadhaka pasina mvura (lit., to play with mud where there is no water, i.e. to do things that can get you into trouble) can be given as a run-on entry under the verb (ku)tamba (to play) or under the nouns madhaka (mud) or mvura (water). Similarly, (ku)bata chibharo (to rape) can either be entered under the verb -bata (touch, hold) or under the noun chibharo (hard labour). Such an either-or situation can result in a confused user. Zgusta (1971: 276) says:

Apart from the problem of their selection, … there is the problem of where to list these expressions. Smaller dictionaries list them at the end of the entry … Bigger dictionaries list idiomatic expressions at the end of the examples of free combinations of words.

Hannan (1959) gave idioms as run-on entries under what he must have considered the most common noun or verb. The idioms are placed last within the entry, after the definitions and usage examples. In some cases, he marked them 'Note idiomatic usages'. For example:

(5) -bata [H] KKoMZ v t Touch. Hold. Catch […] 2. i KMZ Be strong […] Bata imbwa: catch (or hold) the dog […] Note idiomatic usages: kubata maoko: offer sympathy, commiserate (in bereavement); kubata mumwe chibharo: force, rape; kubata mumwe kumeso: deceive by flattery, bluff; kubata pamuviri: conceive; kubatisa mumwe pasi: deceive.

In other instances, Hannan did not mark idiomatic expressions but gave them as citations for the verb. This is the case with the idiom (ku)dya moto (lit. eat fire, i.e. be harsh) which is found under the verb (ku)dya (eat), but without any indication that this sense is idiomatic. The entry is as follows:

(6) -dya [H] KKoMZ v t & i Eat. 2. Defeat in a game […] Vanhurstume vose vemana vanodyira padare: all the males of the village eat at the com-
munal meeting place. [...] Anodya moto: he has a harsh manner of speaking (lit: he eats fire). [...] 

With Hannan’s method, it would not be easy for the user to find the idioms. Since the dictionary was targeted at users who wanted to learn Shona as a foreign language, the failure to label the fixed expressions accurately gives the impression that they do not exist or that they are not important.

In Dale (1981), idioms were also given as run-on entries. For example, the idioms (ku)bata maoko (to offer sympathy) and (ku)bata kumeso (to deceive) are both found under the verb (ku)bata, though Dale did not indicate that these are idiomatic usages but labels them as transitive verbs. The following entry shows how idioms are presented in Dale:

(7) -BATA i & t (H) 1. [Bata maoko ake. Get hold of his hands.] vb seize, catch, catch up […] 2 [Akabatwa namapurisa. He was taken into custody by police.] vb arrest […] 4 -b maoko t [Ndinoda kundobata maoko kumusha. I want to go and offer my condolences at home.] vb commiserate in bereavement […] 5 -b chibharo t vb rape; 6 -b kumeso [Akandibata kumeso ndikamupa mari. He flattered me and I gave him the money.] vb deceive by flattery, flatter […]

There are no significant differences between Hannan’s and Dale’s treatment of proverbs and idioms. They both interchange the two methods identified by Čermák (2000: 490). With these methods, the user’s search for the proverbs would be more laborious and cumbersome. Although seemingly straightforward, these methods are in fact circular and inconsistent because there is no rule for determining which is the so-called semantically heavy word but it is left to the individual lexicographer’s decision. For example, in the case of -chenga ‘keep close’ in (1) and (3), the definition of the proverb Chenga ose manhanga, hapana risina mhodzi could be found either under the verb -chenga ‘safeguard’ or under the nouns manhanga ‘pumpkins’ or mhodzi ‘seed’. This method is sufficient for the user who is acquainted with the full form of the proverb, but in cases where only a part of it is known, it will be very difficult if not impossible for the user to find it when it is treated as a run-on entry. The other weakness of this method is that information is more difficult to access because of the denseness of the entries into which different kinds of information are concentrated.

In Duramazwi reChiShona (1996), the predecessor to the DGS, some idioms were entered but not marked. They were given as run-on entries of the respective nouns or verbs from which they are derived. Thus, an idiom like (ku)dya marasha (lit. to eat fire, i.e. have a harsh temperament) (sense 5 in example (8)) is found under (ku)dya (eat).

(8) -dya k it. 1 Kana uchidya unenge uchiisa chikafu mumuromo, wotsenga uchimedza. (When you are eating you are putting food in your mouth, then
you chew and swallow.) 2 Kana wadya vanwe pamakwikwi unenge wavakunda. (When you have eaten others in a competition, you have defeated them.) [...] 5 Kana munhu achinzi ano dyapwa, marasha kana gaka anenge achipenga zvikuru. (If a person is said to eat a dog, embers or cucumbers, it means that they have a harsh temperament.)

Entering idioms in this way would not have been easy in the DGS, because of the large number of idioms included. This method, as mentioned earlier, is also not user-friendly. That is why it was decided to give idioms lemma status in the DGS.

4. The treatment of fixed expressions in Duramazwi Guru reChiShona

4.1 Proverbs

Shona proverbs (tsumo, abbreviated ts) are of two types: short sayings and complete statements having a bipartite structure. Examples of short sayings are:

(9) **Rudo ibofu.** ts. Iyi itsumo inoreva kuti kana munhu adzamirwa norudo haazombooni kuti pane chimwe chinhu chakaipa pamudikani wake. (lit. Love is blind.)

(10) **Atsunya arwa.** ts. Iyi itsumo inoreva kuti munhu anoita kanhu kadikidiki pane chimwe chiitiko chihombe anenge aitawo pake ipapo zvekuti vanhu havafaniri kumushora. (lit. He who has pinched has fought, i.e. he who has done little compared to others should not be despised.)

(11) **Kunonoka huvhizhura.** ts. Iyi itsumo inoreva kuti dzimwe nguva kunonoka ndiko kunowanisa munhu zvinhu zvakanwanda pane kukasira. (lit. To be late is a form of speed, i.e. at times being late in doing something can be rewarding.)

Such short sayings as given in examples (9)–(11) do not pose serious challenges in lemmatisation, because they can be compared to compounds or collocations in terms of the space the lemma takes up. Fortune (1975–1976: 26) refers to this type of proverbs as "verbal sentences".

The larger number of proverbs which have a bipartite structure were entered in shortened form. The shortening of the proverbs was not done haphazardly but the first proposition of the proverb was entered as lemma. The full form of the proverb was then given after the first proposition, indicated with a bullet (•) as marker, followed by the explanation in brackets, as shown in examples (12) and (13) below:

(12) **China manenji hachifambisi.** ts • China manenji hachifambisi, chinomirira kuti mavara acho aonekwe. (Nguva zhinji, kana paine chinhu chikuru
Chinoda kuitika, kunotanga kuitika zvinhu zvidiki zvinoshamisa icho chisati chaitika. (lit. A tragedy or catastrophe is usually preceded by astonishing minor incidents.)

Example (13) shows that all proverbs having the same beginning and the same meaning were included under one entry.

4.2 Idioms

Idioms in Shona (madi'mikiva, abbreviated dimik) take the form of verbal phrases, that is, the initial word in the idiom is often an inflected verb. The trend in previous dictionaries was therefore to enter the idiom under the verb controlling its meaning. In the DGS, however, idioms were given lemma status. Idioms in Shona all begin with the infinitive verb ku- ‘to’. The verb stem was therefore hyphenated and entered in its alphabetical place as can be seen from the entries of the verbs -bata ‘catch, hold’ and -dy a ‘eat’ and the various idioms derived from these verbs. Because of space constraints only a few examples of the general definitions of the verbs are given (see examples (14)(a)–(d) and (15)(a)–(d)). In the DGS, the verb -bata has 18 senses and there are 46 idioms beginning with it. The same applies to -dy a which has only 4 senses, but forms the beginning of 42 idioms. If these idioms had all been treated as run-on entries under the verbs -bata and -dy a, these lemmata would have been very congested.

(14)(a) -bata K it. Kugunza noruoko kana kuisa muchanza. (To touch or to hold in your hand.)
1 Kubata kusimudza kana kutsigira chinhu nemaoko. (To hold something is to lift it or to hold it in your hand.)
2 Kubata kuti dzvi chinhu chawanga uchitandisa (To catch something you were chasing.)
 [...] 10 Kubata kuona kana kunzwisisa zviri kutaurwa kana kuti zviri kuitika (To understand or comprehend what is being said or what is going on.)
 [...] 18 Kana sango richinzi rakabata rinenge rine miti yakawanda, mikuru, iri pamwe chete, uye richityisa kupinda. (When a forest is said to be held together (i.e. to be dense) it means that it has a lot of big trees that make it scary to go into that forest.)

(b) -bata chigaro K KDD dimik. Kana munhu akabata chigaro anenge ane chinzvimbo choutungamiri. (When someone is holding a seat they are in a position of leadership.)
(c) -bata denga K KD dimik. Kana munhu akafara zvekubata denga anenge afara zvakanyanya. (If someone is happy to the point of touching the sky, it means they are very happy.)

(d) -bata kumeso K KDK dimik. Kana munhu achikubata kumeso anenge achinyepedzerera kunge ari kuita zvakakunakira asi iye achikunye-ngedza. (If someone is said to be holding your face (i.e. deceiving you), they are pretending to be assisting you yet they will be deceiving you.)

(15)(a) -dya K it. Kutora chikafu uchimedza. (To put food into your mouth and swallow it.) 1 Kana uchiya unenge uchiisa chikafu mumuromo, wotsenga uchimedza. (When you are eating, you are putting food in your mouth, then you chew and swallow.) [...] 2 Kana wadya vanwe pama-kwikwi unenge wvakunda. (When you have eaten someone in a competition, you have beaten/defeated them.) [...] 

(b) -dya cheziya K KDK dimik. Kudya cheziya kuzowana chokuzviraramisa nacho wamboita chokushandira zvakasimba. (To eat something of sweat means that in order to achieve something you have to work hard for it.)

(c) -dy a marasha [-dya maratya] K KDD dimik. Kudya moto. (To eat fire.)

(d) -dya moto [-dya mwoto] K DK dimik. Kudya moto kupengera munhu uchimupopotera zvikuru, washatirwa. (To eat fire is to shout at someone when you are angry.) [...] 

4.3 Pithy sayings

Pithy sayings, categorised as kachirevo (abbreviated kr), were entered in the second section of the dictionary as part of the macrostructure. In form they resemble both proverbs and idioms. Some of them are two-word phrases such as (16), while others are complete statements such as (17) and (18).

(16) Charasika chayererera. kr. Aka kachirevo kanotaura kuti kana chinhu chaitika chatopfuura, hamufaniri kuramba muchinetseka nezvacho. (This is a pithy saying that says that what is done is done and people should not worry about what they can no longer change.)

(17) musha mukadzi kr. Kuti musha mukadzi kureva kuti, kuti murume ave nechiremerera, anofanira kuva nemudzimai anenge ari iye muchengeti wake anoona kuita basa repamba raFamba here. (To say that a woman is what makes a home means that for a man to be respected socially, he has to have a wife to look after him and to take care of the home.)

(18) imbwa hairangwe nekudimurwa muswe kr. Ichi chirevo chinoreva kuti chero munhu akakanganisa zvakadii asi haapiwi chirango chinozomurwadza kweupenyu hwake hwose. (This is a saying which means that if someone wrongs you do not give them a harsh penalty that will affect them for the rest of their life.)
5. Conclusion

A dictionary should be compiled in such a way that it is user-friendly. The best way to achieve this is to ensure that the user finds what he/she is looking for. The most effective way to achieve this is to ensure that the information in the dictionary is easily accessible to the user. This article has shown that in lemmatising fixed expressions such as proverbs, idioms and pithy sayings, Duramazwi Guru reChiShona attempted to avoid circularity, making it easier for the user to retrieve the information. The article has furthermore indicated that taking the target users of the dictionary, who are mainly students, into consideration also influenced the inclusion of fixed expressions as lemmata.
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